
 
 

TEAM MURLOC PRESENTS - A simple guide to WoW Analyzer.   

1 – Open a warcraftlogs.com link that appears in a raid-logs channel, and copy the URL of the log.   

 

2 – Navigate to https://wowanalyzer.com/ then paste the log URL into the Analyze field.   

 

https://wowanalyzer.com/


3 – Select the fight you wish to analyse.  If you don’t see anything, click the refresh button (the red 

box below).   

 

4 - Select the fight and kill (or attempt) by clicking on it.   

Let’s analyse Mythic Abyssal Commander Sivara – Kill.   

5 – Select the player to investigate.  Let’s look at one of our tanks, Malachiel.   

 

6 – Each section highlighted in red below shows different information.   

 

7 – Overview 

Shows a snap shot of the raiders ability use in comparison to the ideal character of that class and 

level on that encounter.   



 
 

https://inspiration-raiding.net – the best dressed guild on Saurfang 
 

Not all advice is valid – use your class and encounter knowledge to determine what is a helpful tip, 

and what isn’t useful.   

In the example below, most of the suggestions are relevant to the encounter (Not using Avenger’s 

Shield on cooldown, incorrectly using Hand of the Protector while at full health), and some aren’t 

appropriate (0 casts of Guardian of Ancient Kings).   

 

Using the Overview isn’t enough.  You’ll also need to look at the other tabs to get a better idea of 

what you could do to improve yourself.   

8 – Character Analysis.   

The other tabs (Statistics, Timeline, and Selfheal Timing) are useful, but explaining them is lengthy 

and beyond the scope of this simple document.  Checkout the Character Analysis tab (shown below) 

 

 

 

 

https://inspiration-raiding.net/


Scrolling down shows first your current character equipment/talents/traits/etc… 

 

…but more interestingly, if you keep going down, you’ll see the trinkets/talents/traits/etc that the 

players who are pulling the 99% parses for your class are wearing.  Some of this information is 

expansion specific – you’ll need to sub in soulbinds or whatever for future expansions.   

 

 



 
 

https://inspiration-raiding.net – the best dressed guild on Saurfang 
 

The data shows what the ‘most used’ selections by top performing players in your class and spec are 

using.  If you blindly copy what the best players are doing, you may miss out on important synergy or 

cooldown usage – think about why these choices were made, and if they will work for you.  If in 

doubt, try them out!  Worst case scenario, people will just think you are a top tier raider!   

Remember, these equipment and talent choices are specific for this boss only.  Good raiders will 

optimise their choices depending on the type of encounter they expect to face.  Typically, your 

choices boil down to the following: 

Single target boss or multi-target boss?   

High mobility boss or stationary encounter?   

Enrage/burn phase or no enrage/burn phase?   

Knowing what type of encounter the other players geared their character for can help explain 

strange talent or equipment choices that otherwise don’t make sense to you.   

In this example, here are some things the top performing Paladin tanks were using, that Malachiel 

could consider switching to, to improve his parse performance: 

100% of Paladins are using Crusader’s Judgement (Malachiel has First Avenger).   

73% of Paladins are using Blessing of Spellwarding (Malachiel has Cavalier) for raid utility.   

61% of Paladins are using Final Stand (Malachiel has Hand of the Protector) for survivability.   

100% of Paladins are using Seraphim (Malachiel has Righteous Protector) for DPS.   

Malachiel doesn’t have any of the trinkets top performing tanks are using.  If he has them in his 

bags, he could consider equipping them, or going to farm the keys/bosses these items drop from.   

Not shown in the images above are Malachiel’s Azerite Trait choices, but rest assured, if he could 

match the top picks, he would have!   

 

This concludes your five-minute ‘How To’ guide for WoW Analyzer.  The rest is up to you.   

 

Malachiel, however, took this information seriously and put it to good use… 

 

 

 

Find out more in our ‘How To’ guide for WoW Logs on our website! 

https://inspiration-raiding.net/

